Exhibit 13-1-C NSP

SAMPLE NSP PROJECT REQUEST FORM

This is an example of the contract boilerplate / format only.
Each contract will require its own specific information.

NEIGHBORHOOD STABILIZATION PROGRAM
PROJECT REQUEST

CONTRACT #MT-NSP-___(3 digit County code) - __(two digit local government code) - ___(three digit project code)

This project request from ________________ is intended to obligate funds from Montana Department of Commerce Neighborhood Stabilization Program in the amount of $_________ to complete activities at (property location(s)) described as:

(please list the major components of the activity for this specific property location)

• __________________
• __________________
• __________________

This project request confirms that the purchase price of the property will be at least 1% less than the current market appraisal price as required by NSP regulations. The appraised price is __________ and the anticipated purchase price is ______________.

The site specific checklist has been completed by ______________ for the property address listed above.

_________________ confirms that this property is vacant and will supply the appropriate documentation to MDOC NSP.

_________________ confirms that this property is foreclosed and will supply the appropriate documentation to MDOC NSP.

Anticipated project completion (resale/rent) date: _______________

Notes:

Signature ___________________________ Date _______________________